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Abst rac t - -We show, by an elementary scaling argument, hat a result of Solonnikov about global 
existence under a small coupling hypothesis, can be extended into a global result with the physical 
coupling, for the 3d Navier-Stokes-Poisson system with an exterior pressure. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a free-boundary problem for a self-gravitating barotropic fluid: the fluid is situated 
in a connected region ~t and its boundary St - a~t is free. 
For each y E ~t, and each t > 0, the system under study is the compressible Navier-Stokes- 
Poisson system for the density p(y, t), and the velocity v(y, t): 
pt + V . (pv)  = O, 
p[v t -I- (V. V)V] = _~Tp _ p~7(I) + / tAv  + 2tJ~ 7. e, (1) 
A(~ = 47rGp, 
where e = e(v) is the strain tensor, with entries: e i j=  1/2(Ojvi + O.ivj). 
The gravitational potential (I)(y, t), is defined by 
fa p(z,t) • (y,t) : -a  , ~ az, (2) 
where G is the (universal) Newton's gravitational constant. 
We consider, for a given initial configuration 120, and for each y in 120, the initial conditions 
(p, v)(y, 0) = (p0, v0)(y). (3) 
I thank V.A. Solonnikov for communicating to me his work [1], prior publication. 
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We take, for each t _> 0, the following dynamical boundary conditions on the free boundary: 
(~ + P I ) .  n = 0, 
Ct (4) 
v .n -  iV¢[, 
where I is the unit tensor, n is the exterior normal, P is a positive pressure, ¢(x, t) = 0 is the 
equation of the free boundary, and a is the stress tensor defined by 
er(p, e) = -p I  + 2ue + #Tr(e)I,  
where p(p) is the pressure of the gas (see below), and Tr(e) is the trace of e: Tr(e) = ~ i  eii. 
We suppose also that the density is nonnegative everywhere. 
The pressure p(p) is given by the barotropic law p = Ap ~, where A and 7 are two positive 
constants with 7 > 1, and # and u are the viscosity coefficients (positive constants). 
Our purpose is to show that the problem (1)-(4) has a unique global solution. 
In [2], Solonnikov proved the global existence of an analogous problem, with a different bound- 
ary condition on the free boundary 1, under a small coupling hypothesis: the gravitational con- 
stant G must be small. 
From an astrophysical point of view [3], it is interesting to avoid any hypothesis about this 
universal constant. So, we show in this note that, when the external pressure is positive, this 
smallness hypothesis can be relaxed, by using a simple scaling on the density. 
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we study spherical and axisymmetric 
stationary solutions, then (Section 3), we prove that global existence for a small deviation of the 
spherical equilibrium can be extended to our different boundary condition, and that the smallness 
hypothesis on G can be relaxed. 
2. STAT IONARY SOLUTIONS 
2.1. The  Spher ical  Equilibrium 
Let us consider the solution (~(x) = 0, fi(x), R =/{)  of the stationary system 
Pr + P~r  = 0, 
± = 4.Gp, 
r2 
where p = p(fi) = A~,  and 0 < r </~. 
We denote by M the total mass of the fluid 
M = [ po(r) r e dr, 
J~t  o 
PROPOSITION 1. Under condition (6) and the boundary condition 
=P, 
the stationary problem (5) has a unique solution (fi(r), R), for any P > O. 
Moreover, the following bound holds: 
0 < R < A7 ~1, 
- 4~G(~/ -  1) 
where (1 depends only on 7. 
1In [2], a superficial tension is imposed on the free boundary. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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PROOF. 
given by 
By plugging (I)~ into the Poisson equation, we get a unique equation for the function/5, 
pOD =/5(o)w" (¢), 
where ~ = r/m0, r0 = (A~//4TCG(~/- 1)), and n = 1/(7 - 1) are two positive constants, and w is 
the well-known Lane-Emden function [4] of order n, which is the unique solution of the Cauchy 
problem 
d2w 
d~ 2 
2 dw + wn - -+7~ =o, 
dw 
d~ (0) = o, 
w(O) = I .  
To determine completely the solution, we eliminate fi(0) between the relation (6) 
f0 M w~(~)  d~ -- ~(o)~o 3 ,
and the free-boundary condition 
w(~3 = ~--~ 
We find the following equation for the renormalized radius ~ = R/ro: 
where ~b({) = wn({). 
(8) 
(9) 
Now the continuous function G defined by 
G(x)= fo x ~b(~)d~- M (A)~/(n+l )  r-~ ~(x) 
is clearly monotone increasing from -M/ r  3 (ALP) n/(~+l) < 0, to f : l  ~b(~)d~ > 0, where ~1 is 
the first positive zero of the Lane-Emden function w, which implies the existence of a unique 
solution for (5). 
2.2. The  Ax isymmetr i ca l  Equi l ibr ia 
Following the idea of Solonikov [2], we consider now solutions with axisymmetrical symmetry. 
Let us denote by Pe the spherical equilibrium solution defined in Proposition 1, for the fluid 
filling the ball fie, with boundary Se, radius Re, and mass Me. 2 
We set x = (xx, x2, x3), and denote by r' = (x~+x2) ~/2 the cylindrical radius, for a fluid rotating 
about the x3-axis with prescribed constant angular velocity a, and fixed external pressure P. 
From (1), we get the system 
Vp + pV (Gk~ - l a2r '2) =0, 
¢(x) = - f~ p(v) I~'--~I dy, 
(10) 
2The density Pe can be obviously extended to the whole space R 3, by considering the above (explicit) Lane-Emden 
expression. 
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The mass constraint is now 
where M is given. 
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fn  p(x dx = M, ill) 
The (unknown) free boundary S = 0ft is defined in spherical coordinates by 
s = {z  = (R ,~)  e R+ x S2:  fxr = R(~)} ,  
where $2 is the 2-sphere in R 3. 
Finally, the angular momentum is fixed by 
r = ~ p(x ) ,  .'2 dx. (12) 
As the pressure is a known function of p, equation (10) can be integrated and gives 
1 
F(p) = G~ + -~ a2r '2 + C, (13) 
where F(p) = (A7/(7 - 1))P n- l ,  and C is a constant. 
Finally, the density must satisfy the boundary condition 
p(p)[s = P. (14) 
Now, given the two constants M and F, one can prove that (10) has a solution (p, f~, M,F),  in a 
suitable neighborhood of (Pe, fie, Me, Fe = 0). 
First, one checks the following relations: 
1 ~2r,2 F(p) - F(pe) = G(~(p) - ~(Pe)) + -~ + C - Ce, (15) 
M-Me ~ (p -  pe)dx + ~ dw I R(w) = (pe(s) - pe(Re))s 2ds + pe(Re)(lft[ - [fte[), (16) 
2 JR~ 
• (p) - ~(pe)  = ~=TI dy + 2 I x -~ l  dw 
+ pe(s ) -  pe(Re) s 2 ds (lS) 
2 ,Ro Ix s~l 
, . .o  Ix :~1 Ix- Re~lJ  ds, 
where 
r (~)  = R(~)  - Re. 
By using the relation p(pe(Re)) = P, the boundary condition can be written 
Rep'(pe(Re))pe'(Re)r(w) + Rep'(pe(Re))(p(Rw) - pe(R)) = F1, (19) 
where 
fo F1 = (p(Rw) - pe(R)) Rp'(pe(R)) + s (p(Rw) - nep'(pe(ne))) ds 
+ nep'(pe(ne))r(w) [fie(Re + sr(w)) - fie(Re)] ds. 
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From (15), we get the equivalent formula 
F'(pe)(p - pe) - G f~ p(y)Ix-_pe(y)yl dy 
- Gn~oe(Re) fs n(~) - Re dtv-- F 2+ 1c~2r,2 +C-Ce ,  
(20) 
where 
/0' ]/ ] F2=-(p - -pe)  2 F" (p~+s(p-pe) )ds+G dw [R(.~) [pc(_s)s 2 R2pe(Re) 
Then, by eliminating I~l - I~el between (16) and (17), we get 
Rep'(Re) ~s (p(Rw) - pe(R)) dw - p(pe(ne)) + nep'(pe(Re))p'e(R¢) 
2 R~p~(Re) 
M-Me 
= F3 - (p(p~(ne)) + nep'(pe(n~))) nepe(ne)' 
/ (p  - pe) a~ 
(21) 
where 
F3=fs FI(~) d~ 
g 
+ (p(pe(Re)) + Rep'(pe(Re)) pe(Re) R~p~(Re) dw (pe(s) - pe(Re)) ds 
2 J R,: 
\ -£y  ] • 
We get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the external pressure P is strictly positive, and that IFI + IM - M~t 
is small enough. 
Then, for any s > 0, there is a positive constant Go, such that the problem (6), (12), (19), (20) 
has a unique solution (p,r,w,C) C CS(~) x Cs+2($2) x R 2, for any G < Go. 
Moreover, there is a positive constant cx such that 
lip - pellc=(~l + Ilrllc,+~Is~) + I~l ~ el( I r l  + [M - Mel).  
The proof is a direct adaptation of that of Solonnikov-Tani, and we only sketch it. In fact, if 
one introduces a smooth cut-off function in R 3 by 
{(y) O, if lY] < Re 
1, if ly] > Re , 
(22) 
one checks that y --* x(y) = Y[ I+(R(y/ lY l ) -Re)/Re ~(y)] maps Qe into Q, and if ~ is small enough 
(i.e., such that II~(Y)IIc'(~) <- C[IR - Rellc'(s2)), the change y ~ x(y) is a small perturbation 
of the identity. 
Then if one considers the new variables U(y) = R(w) - Re and V(y) = p(x(y)) - pc(x(y)), 
the system (19),(20) for the pair (U, V) is cast in a suitable form to apply a standard fixed-point 
argument, provided that G is small enough. 
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3. GLOBAL EX ISTENCE 
3.1. Global  Ex is tence for Smal l  Coupl ing 
Let (Pax, Vax, ~ax) ,  be the axisymmetricM equilibrium given in Theorem 1. 
We have then the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Under the condition 
ijv0 2 2 l l ,+, ;a~ + lip - p~ll ,+~;ao + l ln ( . ,O)  - n~ ll,2+s/2;ao _ < e, 
where e is a positive number small enough, and if G < Go, the problem (1)-(4) has a unique 
global solution (p, v, f~), such that 
]IV -- VaxHs+2,s/2+,;~; T n L sup ]Iv v 2 
t<_T 
P T 
+ sup ]]vt 2 R 2 / 2 - v,,=tll~+l;a~ + sup Iln - ,=ll~+2;s~ + IIn - no= 11~+5/2;s~ dt 
t<_T t<_T Jo 
<C(  2 2 2 ) - Ilvoll~+x;ao +l ip  IIR(.,0) /?~11,+5/2;ao ,
where 2 11"l l , , , /2;ne;T = fo r 2 IlUllH.(ao) dt + fae IlUIIH'/=(O,T) 2dx, IlulI,;ao = IlulIH'(ao), and 
I lul l , ;s= = I lu l lH, (s=) .  
The proof is an adaptation of [2]. As a matter of fact, one has only to control that the new 
boundary condition (the external pressure P) does not modify the argument of Solonnikov. 
3.2. Scaling Argument 
If we perform the scaling (p = @, v = 7)), for 7/> 0, in the system (1)-(4), we get 
~ + v. (N) = 0, 
( f /5(z,t),y_ z, ) ~]/5[gt+(9.V)~]=-Vp(TI/~)A-~I2/~V G -;7----Tdz - t -#Ag+2uV.e(9) .  (23) 
The scaled initial conditions are 
(~, ~) (y,0) = (~,  v0) (y), (24) 
and the boundary conditions 
(~r(n/5 , ~) + PI ) -  n = 0, 
¢~ (25) 
~.n- -  I v¢ l  
Let us consider the following renormalized quantities: /5 = #/~/, ~ = u/~/, .4 = 7/~-lA,/50 = Po/~l, 
vo = v0, P = P/~h together with the renormalized pressure 15(/5) = A/5~. 
The new system is now 
/5~ + v .  (/50) = 0, 
/5 [~t+(~.V)~]=-V25+~/ /5V(Gf  /5(z,t) dz'~ +/sA~+2f iV .e (~)  
ry -z l  ] 
(26) 
with the initial conditions 
(~,~)(y,0) = (/50,v0)(Y), (27) 
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and the boundary conditions 
(a  (tS,~) +/5 I )  • n -- 0, 
~ .n=-  Ct (28) 
Iv~l 
Now, we notice that the hypotheses in Theorems 1 and 2 do not imply any extra constraint on 
the physical parameters of the gas, nor on the size of the data, but only on their deviations with 
respect o the static equilibrium. 
Then, it is clear that, if we choose the parameter ~/such that 
Go 
V-<-~(, 
where Go is the coupling constant defined in Theorem 1, we get, by using Theorem 2, the global 
existence of a unique solution (iS, 9) for the system (26)-(28), which gives a unique solution for 
the initial problem, by using the inverse scaling defined by (24). 
REMARK. The gas corresponding to the quantities (/~, 5, A) is much more viscous than the initial 
one (#, v, A). The confining exterior pressure/5 is also increased, together with the initial density. 
So, in a certain sense, the gravitational effects are balanced by the extra dissipative processes 
implied by the scaling. 
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